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Abstract 
Yunts, J.B., Seven-state solutions to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem, Theoretical 
Computer Science 127 (1994) 313-332. 
We show that seven states are enough to implement Minsky-like solutions to the Firing Squad 
Synchronization Problem in a linear network of n finite state cellular automata with null transmis- 
sion delay. 
1. Introduction 
Originating with J. Myhill in 1957, the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem 
(FSSP) can be expressed as follows: 
Given a firing squad and knowing that any order given by a general located at one 
of the two ends needs n units of time to reach the nth soldier, how can we make all 
soldiers fire at the very same time? 
We consider that each one of the soldiers is a finite-state cellular automaton with 
linear Von Neuman neighbourhood (a soldier is sometimes called node, machine or 
cell). All cells operate synchronously at discrete steps and communicate with their 
nearest neighbours, either sending or receiving signals. The problem comes down to: 
l Does there exist automata such that a synchronization occurs whatever the length 
of the line may be? 
l How complex are such automata? 
In 1964, Moore [S, p. 2131 spread out the FSSP through a publication. Minsky and 
MacCarthy [4, p. 281 solved the FSSP in 1965 with the Divide and Conquer method. 
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Their method works in time 3n, where n is the length of the line. We will see later that 
it is possible to do it simply with 13 or 14 states. A year later, Goto (unpublished) 
found a minimal-time’ solution with a few thousand states. Waksman [6] (in 1966) 
and Balzer [l] (in 1967) got an &state minimal-time solution. Later on, Balzer using 
a computer, checked that synchronization is impossible with 4 states only. About 
twenty years later, in 1986, Mazoyer [3] found a 6-state minimal-time solution to the 
FSSP. Is it an optimal solution? It is an open problem whether there exists a 5-state 
minimal-time solution or not. 
Minsky-like solutions and Waksman-Balzer-Mazoyer (W-B-M) ones are totally 
different. Minsky solutions use isolated signals while W-B-M ones fill the plane with 
an infinity of signals. In a certain sense, we could say that Minsky-like solutions are 
much simpler than W-B-M ones: they are threadlike solutions while W-B-M are 
planar ones. 
A simple implementation of Minsky’s solution in time 3n+ 8,lognt C, where 
0 d 0, < 1, uses 13 states (see Fig. 2). We show that seven states are sufficient to get 
Minsky-like solutions in time 3n f 20, log n + C, where 0 < 8, < 1. Fischer (see [2]) 
described a solution with 15 states which synchronizes in time 3n - 4. Mazoyer built 
one with 14 states synchronizing in time 3n- 1, and it seems possible to use his 
solution to synchronize in time 3n - 3 with only 8 states. 
Our solutions refute Mazoyer’s suggestion implying that solutions with few states 
are necessarily minimal-time ones. This is not the case and Minsky-like solutions can 
be realized with an automaton with seven states. 
2. Definitions 
2.1. Formal definitions 
l A linear finite-state cellular automaton (LCA) is a pair d = (Z?,6), where 
- Z? is a finite set of states, where three states are distinguished, qi (initial state), qs 
(quiescent state) and Q (firing state). We introduce &2!, representing the pseudo- 
state of the edges; 
- 6:2?u{q$}x2?x_%J{q$~4; 
- qq must verify 6(q$,q,,q,)=6(q,,q,,q,)=6(q,,q,,qs)=qq. 
l An n-line of LCAs -02,, consists of n LCAs numbered from 1 to n, each one being 
a copy of &‘. We denote (k, t ) the state of cell k at time t (1 d k d n) and call it a site. 
l A configuration of d, at time t is a function %?*: [l, n]-)Z!. 
l A calculus of d, is a sequence of configurations of &“: VO, . . . , %i’,, . . . , where +ZO is 
the initial configuration, which is not computed but made by external stimulus, and 
where %?i+ 1 is computed by synchronous application of transition functions 6 on 
1 2n - 2 units of time for n cells 
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each node of &, in %?i: 
- (l,i+l)=s(q$,(l,i),(2,i)). 
- V’k~]l,n[,(k,i+l)=6((k-l,i),(k,i),(k+l,i)). 
- (n,i+l>=6((n_l,i),(n,i),qs). 
l A synchronization of -c4, is a configuration %?s of &,, where 
The FSSP is to find a LCA D?‘, such that, for any arbitrary integer n, a synchronization 
%??s of -c4, is possible from V,, where 
0 (ZO is: 
(1,0) = qi (external stimulus), 
~‘k~P,nl, (kO)=q,; 
l Vi~[l,s[,Vk~[l,n], (k,i)#q,, no cell fires before time s. 
2.2. Practical dejnitions 
In practice, if an LCA &‘= ($6) is a solution to the FSSP then the whole of 6 is 
not useful: the set of triples (ql,q2,q3) appearing in some of the configurations 
%0,%1, ..., %?s is a proper subset of the domain of 6. 
Thus, to describe a particular solution to the FSSP we shall explicit a restriction 
of 6. Such a restriction can be given in the form of a set of transition rules 
(417q21q3M4. 
3. Minsky’s solution 
As we can see in Fig. 1, it is a dichotomic process. We split the line into two equal 
parts and let them iterate the process recursively. When it becomes impossible to cut, 
then synchronization occurs. Two signals are needed to cut a line, both starting at 
cell 1 and propagating rightwards: 
l a signal of speed 1 (y = X) called ,4p1, 
l a signal of speed 4 (y = 3x) called ,4p3. 
Let n be the length of the line. When Y1 meets cell n, it bounces on and propagates 
leftwards until it crosses Y3. Y1 crosses Yj at cell n/2 and time n + 42: 
l II units of time for 9, to go through the entire line, plus n/2 to go back from cell n to 
cell n/2 at the middle of the line, 
l 3n/2 units of time for Yj to go directly at speed 3 to cell n to cell n/2. 
Let Y(k) be the time needed to cut a line of length k, F(k) = 3k/2 and f9’(k) the time 
needed to synchronize a line of length k. In a continuous universe we would have 
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Fig. 1. 
time n 
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time 3n -I 
s- 
Minsky-like solution. 
But LCAs are in a discrete world, and the result is not exactly 3n in that case. 
Moreover, how to cut a line in two parts of equal length? 
l If the line has odd length, do we need to mark the central cell and get two lines of 
length (n- 1)/2, or get two lines of length (n+ 1)/2 and use a common cell? 
l If the line has even length, do we need to mark the two central nodes and get two 
lines of length (n-2)/2, or construct two lines of length n/2? 
These choices are really important in the strategy but are not so influent in the 
synchronization time, as we shall see. 
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4. A 13-state solution 
4.1. How many states? 
Let us enumerate what we need (Fig. 2): 1 quiescent state qq, also denoted by 
a blank, 1 firing state qf, also denoted by F, 1 state R for ,4p1 going from left to right, 
1 state L for ,4p1 going from right to left, 3 states A, B and C for Y3 going from left to 
right, 3 states a, b and c for ,4p3 going from right to left and 3 auxiliaries states I, X and 
Y (needed for start and collisions). The count is 13. 
4.2. How to propagate ,4p1? 
Table 1 shows the signal Y1 (see lines 68 columns 7-9 in Fig. 2) and the associated 
transition rules for its propagation. Table 2 shows a bounce of signal Y1 . An example 
of this (left bounce at point y, right bounce at point w in Fig. 1) can be seen at lines 
12-15 columns 13-14 and lines 26-29 columns l-2 in Fig. 2. 
4.3. How to propagate LY3? 
By analogy with the signal P’, , we only need to wait three units of time (this needs 
three states) in one cell before going to the left or right. This is done by the rules in 
Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. 2 between lines 6-14 and columns 3-5 (Ya propagating 
rightwards). 
4.4. Bounces 
Special bounces are to be considered when signals .Y, meet the virtual ends of line. 
After the line has been cut in two sublines, signals Y1 bounce one over the other (see 
Fig. 1 near the point .a) so that each of them play the role of the end of line for the 
other. According to the parity of n, two cases occur: 
l Lines of length n = 2p. See lines 33-36 columns 6-9 in Fig. 2. The crossing of ,4p1 and 
Ys takes place at cells p and p+ 1 and each signal bounces one over the other 
without any difficulty. Each signal plays the role of end of line for the other one. 
l Lines of length n = 2p + 1. See lines 37-39 columns lo-12 in Fig. 2. Two signals Y, 
come on cell p + 1, so they cannot bounce one on the other. So we need to code the 
pseudo-bounce on virtuals ends of lines stated at cells p and p + 2. We use two of the 
there auxiliary states to do it. 
4.5. Cuts 
A “cut” refers to a point like point x in Fig. 1. Signals travel through sites like this: 
Y,: (l,O)-+...-+(n,n-l)-+(n,n)-+~~~-+(n-i,n+i), 
YJ: (l,O)-+~~~-+ (i,3i-3)~(i,3i-2)-+(i,3i-l)--+(i+1,3i) starting and 
ending in the same state. 
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A R 6 
B R 7 
C R 8 
Fig. 2. Execution of an LCA with 13 states and 14 cells. 
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Table 1 
Propagation of signal Y, 
What we want Associated rules 
. . . R . . . CR, , >-+(R) 
. . . R . . . ( ,R, I+( > 
. . R . . ( 2 ,R)+( > 
Symmetrical signal 
(L, , I--+( > 
( ,L, 1-c > 
( , ,L)-+(L) 
Table 2 
A bounce of signal 9, 
Table 3 
Propagation of signal Y3 
(A, , I+( > (B, , >h+( > (C, , >+(A) 
( ,A, )+(B) ( ,B, >+(C> ( ,C, >-( > 
( , ,A)-+( ) ( , ,B)+( ) ( , ,C>-+( ) 
and symetrically : 
(a, , I+( > (b, , )-+( > Cc, , )+( > 
( ,a, )--t(b) ( ,b, I-+(C) ( ,c, >+( ) 
(a ,a>-+( > ( , ,b)-+( 1 ( , ,c>-+(a> 
Two cases are to be considered: 
Case 1: n = 2p. The cut must occur between cells p and p + 1 to form two lines. The 
first consists of cells numbered from 1 to p and the second from p+ 1 to n. If we 
suppose that the process comes from the left, then 9, arrives at cell p+ 1 when YJ 
arrives at p. 
- Signal Y1 arrives on cell p+ 1 (i.e. n-(p- 1)) at time n+p- 1=3p- 1. 
- Signal P’S arrives (straight down from cell 1) at time 3(p- l)= 3p-3 in state 1. 
So signal P’, can wait 2 units of time until .4pI takes place in machine p+ 1. Table 
4 shows the configuration at time 3p- 1 (refers to lines 20-21 columns 6-9 and lines 
36-37 columns 1-4 in Fig. 2). Thus, we have 
Y-(2p) = 3p. (1) 
Case 2: n=2p+ 1. We have to cut the line at cell p+ 1 to form two new lines, one 
consisting of cells 1 to p+ 1 and the other of cells p+ 1 to n. 
- Signal ,4p1 arrives at p+l (i.e. n-p) at time n+p=3p+l. 
- Signal Y3 arrives at p + 1 (straight down from cell 1) at time 3( p + 1 - 1) = 3p. 
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This time it is not necessary to wait .4p1 one unit of time because we have (at time 
3p+ 1) the configuration described in Table 5. However, no new state is necessary 
since at time 3p we can evolve as illustrated in Table 6 (refers to lines 30-31 columns 
lo-13 (symmetrically columns 2-5) in Fig. 2). 
Then at time 3p we can detect the collision. Thus, we have 
Y(2p+1)=3p+l. (2) 
4.6. Initiation of signals 
Now we need to write rules for the generation of new signals. This can be made 
without any difficulty, with the third auxiliary state (see columns 6-9 lines 21-24 in 
Fig. 2). 
4.7. Synchronization 
When lines of length 2 occur, we can simply detect this fact and then start a special 
process to synchronize all cells. This process makes a special context for all cells. We 
need 3 units of time to do that, see lines 38-40 in Fig. 2. 
Table 4 
An “even” cut 
time P P+l P PSI 
3~; 1 i:::] syntnetricall y mJ 
Table 5 
An “odd” cut 
time P PSI PS2 
;;; mi 
Table 6 
An “optimized odd” cut 
time P PSI P+2 
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4.8. The synchronization time 
From equations (1) and (2) we can deduce that 
(3) 
Let J?(n) be the common length of the two sublines created after a cut: 
(4) 
n+l 
n=2p+l * _U(n)=2. 
From (4) and (5) we can deduce that 
(5) 
We know that Y.Y(2)=4 (see Section 4.7). Then (3) and (6) imply that 
(7) 
We show in Section 8 that this leads to 
YY(n) = 3n + q(n) + E(n) + Y-Y(2) - 7, (8) 
where q(n) is the number of l’s in the Llog(n/2)J last digits of the binary representa- 
tion of the number 2’-n for any t >log 3n, and E(n) is given by 
E(n) = 
1 if n~lJJ2~-2~-~,2~], 
0 if nEUk]2k,2k+2k-1]. 
Note that 
1 if n-2L’“gn~<2r’ognl-n and logn$N, 
0 if ._2bni,2r~~~~l_, or 1ognEN. 
4.9. Thickness 
We can see that signals have a thickness of one cell. This solution is in a subclass 
called threadlike solution of thickness 1. 
5. A 7-state solution 
5.1. Can we eliminate the auxiliary states? 
We can effectively suppress two of them by resorting to some coding with the other 
states. The third one is needed in particular contexts such as bounces on virtual ends 
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of line, and start. At this step, it seems impossible to replace it. This leads to a solution 
with 11 states. 
5.2. Y3 with fewer states? 
An idea is to make signals thicker (the signal is now represented in two adjacent 
cells). Thus, we replace a big set of states, each one used in a single-cell context, with 
a smaller set containing states used to code different contexts in more than one cell. 
Table 7 shows how to replace the 6 states A, B, C, a, b, c by only 4 states A, B, C, d. So 
this leads to a 9-state solution. 
5.3. ,4p1 with fewer states? 
The former method is really profitable if we see that the new state named “d” can be 
used to code signal Y1 (see Table 8 and lines 5-7 columns 5-8 in Figs 3 and 4). We 
eliminate old states “L” and “R” and add state “Z”. So we have an 8-state solution. 
5.4. A better way to construct 9, 
In Table 9 we present a more subtle way to build the signal of speed f (see lines 6-9 
columns 2-4 in Figs 3 and 4). This is our last optimization, and now, we have a 7-state 
solution. The transition tables are given in Table 10. 
5.5. The synchronization time 
Equation (7) has the solution 
YY(n)=3n+2$(n)+&(n)+Y-Y(2)-5, (9) 
where q’(n) is the number of l’s in the Llog (n/3) J last digits of the binary representa- 
tion of the number 2’-n for any t>log 3n and E(n) is given by 
E(n)= 
i 
1 if n~U~.2~-2~-~,2~], 
0 if nEUk]2k,2k+2k-1]. 
Note that 
E(n) = 
1 if n-2L’ognJ<2f’“gnl-n and logn$N, 
0 if n-2J-iognJ > 2rl”gnl -n or 1ogneN. 
Table 7 
Y3 with 4 states 
symmetrically 
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t iAili i iAi7i I I 
Fig. 3. Execution of an LCA with 7 states and 11 cells. 
5.6. Note 
The time functions (8) and (9) are not exactly equal. The factor 2 before q’ in equation (9) is 
due to the fact that each time we split a line with an odd length we wait two units of time. 
5.7. Thickness 
This solution is in another subclass called threadlike solutions of thickness 2. 
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I I 
I Id c 
z 11 IL 
z dII13I 
Z d !I ~- 
II 4c 
7t-d 
Fig. 4. Execution of an LCA with 7 states and 12 cells. 
6. Another seven-state solution 
In Section 3, we have noticed that two options are possible for a split. If we try to 
implement (naively) a solution, we need 14 states. The 14th one is a special state 
named “general”, denoted G in Fig. 5, used to mark the virtual end of line after a cut. 
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Table 8 
The new Y, 
Table 9 
ZP3 with 3 states 
symmetrically 
Table 10 
Transition table for a solution with 7 states 
This solution seems to be very interesting because we only have to wait for all cells to 
become “general” before ordering cells to synchronize.2 All cells in state “general” 
means that we have split the entire line in pieces of length 1. This is illustrated with 
Fig. 5. 
’ This produces a pre-synchronization. 
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( F 1 F 1 F ) F 1 F ( F ( F j F ( F / F F F F j/ 34 ( 
Fig. 5. Execution of an LCA with 7 states and 13 cells. 
Optimizations used here are those of Section 5, except that the third auxiliary state 
can be suppressed too, because we can use the “general” to replace it. This solution is 
in the subclass of threadlike solutions of thickness 2. The transition tables are given in 
Table 11. 
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Table 11 
Transition table for another solutio ln with 7 states 
6.1. The synchronization time 
Let Z(n) be the common length of the two sublines created after a split: 
n=2p 3 A?(n)=:, (10) 
n-l 
n=2p+l * _Y(n)=2’ (11) 
(lO)A(ll) * Y(n)= 
So equations (3) and (12) give the equation 
(12) 
(13) 
We have the solution 
F-Y(n)=3n-2~“(n)+~‘(n)+~Y(1)-5, (14) 
where q”(n) is the number of l’s in the Llog(n/3)] last digits of the binary representa- 
tion of the number n, and d(n) is given by 
E’(n) = 
0 if nE(Jk [2k-2k-1,2k[, 
1 if nEUk[2k,2k+2k-1[. 
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Note that 
c(n) = 
1 if n-2Llognl <2r’“gnl -n or log nEN, 
0 if n-2L log ‘J 3 2r’“g ‘I- n and log n$N. 
This solution has a time function really different from that given by equations (8) and 
(9); however, all are in 3n+O(logn). 
7. Verifying Balzer’s conditions 
Balzer [l] enumerates some conditions that he assumes the automaton must satisfy 
to synchronize: 
(1) The solution must be an image solution: there exists a function 9 such that 
4(2)=2 and VXEZ!, y(#(x))=x, and VX,Y,ZE~~, if (x,y,z)+(t) then 
(~(z),~(Y),4(x))+(~(t))* 
(2) There exists a resident state R: Vx, YES?’ - {(R, R)}, (x, R, y)+(R). 
(3) There exists a pre-synchronization state S: Vx, y~{$, S}‘, (x, S, y)+(F). 
(4) There must be a dominant state D: VXE~-{D}, (D,x, D)+(D). 
We can see that if a state X is resident then it is the only one that can possibly be 
dominant. 
The first seven-state solution is not an image solution and it is easy to verify in Figs. 
2-4 that our solution does not have a resident state. But the state C is a pre- 
synchronization state and dominant (see Table 10). 
The second seven-state solution is not an image solution but state G is a pre- 
synchronization state and a resident state, and there is no dominant state. 
8. Some mathematical results 
Let N be the set of integers, n any arbitrary integer, Bin(n) the binary representation 
of n, Binlast (n) the last d digits of the binary representation of n (this equals 
Bin(n mod 2d), w any word in C*, where C = (0, l}, #0(w) the number of O’s in w, #1(w) 
the number of l’s in w; let 
#.eo(WX) = 
i 
&(w) if x=1, 
#neo(~) if x=0 
where ne0 means non-endings 0, 
(A holds significant digits), and 
if x=0, 
if x=1 
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(p transforms n into Iz- 1). 
Lemma 8.1. The sequence (L~z/~‘J)~=~ ,,__, ~~~~~~ (which is n, Ln/2j, . . . . Ln/2Llog”J J = 1) 
contains 
l 1 + L log (n/k) J terms B k, and 
l #o(Binl,,,(,+Llog(n/k)_l)(12)) even terms2k, 
l #l(Binl,,,(l+L~~pc~,k~_l,(n)) odd term3k. 
Proof. Observe that Ln/2i] 2 k iff n/2’;: k iff i<Llog(n/k) j. Thus there is 
1 +Llog(n/k) J terms 3 k. Since 
(i) the parity of Ln/2’J is that of its last ‘digit, 
(ii) Bin(Ln/2’J) is obtained b y d 1 t’ e e mg the ith last digit in Bin(n), and 
(iii) the family (last digit of Ln,@ J)iEo,, _, ~~~~ (,$+j is exactly the family of the 
1 +Llog(n/k) J last digits of n, i.e. the family of digits in Binlasf(l+Llog(nlk)J)(n), 
we see that there are 
(i) $70 (Bini,,,o + ~~~~ (n/k) _I j(n)) even terms 3 k, and 
(ii) #o(Bin~,,t(l+tlog(nlk)J,(n)) odd terms3k. 0 
Lemma 8.2. The sequence (rn/2il)i=,,,,,,llog,,l (which is n, [n/21, ...,rn/2r’“g”11 = 1) 
contains 
0 l+rlognl terms, 
l #,,&Zn(n)) + min(2, #r (Bin(n))) odd terms, and 
0 1 +rlognl - &,,(Bin(n))+min(2, #,(Bin(n))) euen terms. 
Proof. It suffices to count the odd terms. Let 
@(n)=card{jE[O,rlognl]/rn/2j] i’s odd}. 
We show that Q(n) = 4(n). If n = 1 it is trivial. Lf it is true for n we show that it is true for 
2n. Bin(2n)=Bin(n).O implies that Bin(2n) have as many nonendings O’s and as many 
l’s as Bin(n). Thus 4(2n)=q5(n). 
Since r 2n/2 1= n and 2n are even, we have 
2n ir 1 3 ,HO,rlog2nll = I ir 1 $ , jst[O,rlognl] 1 u(2n); 
then 
@(2n) = G(n). 
If it is true for n>2, we show that it is true for 2n- 1; Bin(2n- l)=A( p(Bin(n).O)). 
n=2”(p3 1): 
Bin(n)=1,0,_,...0,0, * Bin(2n- I)= 1,1,-i... l1 lo. 
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So we have 
min(2,#,(Bin(2n- l)))= 1 +min(2, #1(Bin(n))), 
#neoWl(2n-- l))= #,,o(Bk(n)). 
Thus 4(2n-1)=4(n)+ 1. 
n#2? If 
Bin(n)=lpX...Xlj+~Oj...O~O~ 
then 
Bin(2n-1)=lp+,X...XOj+zlj+,lj...1,1,. 
So. we have 
min(2, #1 (Bin(2n - l)))= min(2, #1 (Bin(n))), 
Lo(Bin(2n - 1)) = 1 + gnpO (Bin(n)). 
Thus (b(2n- 1)=4(n)+ 1. 
Since r(2n - 1)/21 = n and 2n- 1 is odd, we have 
ii i 
%$ ,je[o,r10g(2n-i)11 = s , j~[O,rl0gnJ] 
I iI- 1 1 
~(2~~1). 
Thus 
@(2n- l)= 1 +@((n). 0 
Fact 8.3. VneN, VkeCLnl, card{j~[O,rlognl]/rn/2jl >,k and odd}= 
~1(Bin,,,,,r,,,ni(k-1~1,(2’-n)),for any t>log3n. 
Proof. For the following, let t be any integer >log3n. 
If XEN, then X-rn/2’1 =Lx-n/2i J (because Vz,L --z J = -rzJ). 
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Now we can use this result to transform a r l-sequence into an equivalent 
L J-sequence: 
2'-n 
2rbg In/V- I)11 - 1 . 
So the number of odd terms >k in the sequence (rn/2’l)i=o,,,,,rlognl equals the 
number of odd terms is greater than or equal to 
2(--n 
2f’“g tn/(k - l)lj - 1 i 
in the equivalent L j-sequence (L(2’-n)/2’J)i=0,.,,,tlog(ZL-n)J. 
That number equals (see Lemma 8.1) 
~l(B”nlasl(l+pop&qJ) (2’ - 4 ), 
with P=2’-n and Q=rlog&l- 1. 
We have Llogk] =LlogP-logLP/2Q J J and 
then 
To have Llog P -1ogL P/2Q J j= Q, we need 
1% 
1 
-<l 
If 
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and then it is sufficient o have 
1 
------2 o 2Q$ 
1 - 2Q/P 2 
o 2t 3 n + 2rlog [nick- Uli 
a 2’>n+2’ostnl(k-Ul+~ 
n 
=+- 2’3n+2”-- 
k-l’ 
So we can see that the condition t > log 3n suffices to verify the preceding equation 
(where 0 d E < 1). Thus if t > log 3n then 
Fact 8.4. VnEN, Vke[2, n], 
for any t > log 3n. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 8.1 and Fact 8.3. 0 
Lemma85 In thesequence(rn/2’l)i=0,...,rlognl theveare l+rlog(n/(k-l))] terms ak, 
odd Ones aYe #l(Binlast(rlog(fl/(k-l))l,( 2’-n)), euen Ones are #CI(~inlas~(rlog (n/(k- l))l )(2’-fl))y 
for any t > log 3n. 
Proof. See Facts 8.3 and 8.4. 0 
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